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1. The Calvo clause is defined as "a stipulation in a contract between an alien and a 

government whereby the alien agrees not to call upon his state of nationality for protection 

in any issue arising out of the contract."I 

As to the international validity of the Calvo clause, international arbitrators as well as 

publicists come to the divergent conclusions.2 If the Calvo clause is held to be interna-

tionally valid, it will operate to restrict the exercise of right of diplomatic protection or 

jurisdictional right of international tribunals with reference to any issue falling within the 

scope of the Calve clause. Leaving alone the persistent disagreement of views, there is the 

much-cited precedent concerning this subject, that is, the decision of the American-Mexican 

Claims Commission in the North American Dredging Company case (1926).3 The decision 

given by the Great Britain-Mexican Claims Commission in the Mexican Union Railway 
case (1930) is equally of significance, which adopted the same juridical position with the 

decision in the Dredging Co. case.4 These are often mentioned as the "leading case" or 

"decision-type" on the question of international validity of the Calvo clause.5 

* Professor (Kyo~'ju) of International Law. 
t The writer's article (in Japanese) dedicated to Studies in Honour of Professor Yoshinaga. 
l Jim6nez de Ar~chaga, International Responsibility, in Manual ofPub!ic International Law (ed. by S~,rensen), 

1968, p. 590. 

' These are categorized into three versions respectively maintaining: (1) the･complete validity, (2) the com-
plete invalidity and (3) the limited validity of the Calvo clause. Cf. Tenekid~s, Consid~rations sur la c!ause 

Calvo, in Revue g~n~rale de droit international public, 1 936, p. 275. 

* Reports of Internationa! Arbitral A wards, Vol. IV, pp. 26-35. 

t Reports of I.A.A., Vol. V, pp. 115-129. 
5 In response to the inquiry of a committee of the League of Nations, the Government of the United King-

dom stated to "accept as good law and are content to be guided by the decision of the Claims Commission" 
in the Dredging Co. case. This may be a pragmatic judgement, but it should be questioned on what basis 

the Calvo clause is legally justified. ' 
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In both of the above cases, the Commissions concordantly decided in the disposittf 

that "the case as presented is not within its jurisdiction." Such a decision having been 

reached, the Commissions held that the Calvo clause was internationally valid, and as such, 

applicable in the said cases. Certainly, the Commissions did not recognize the full effica-

cy of the Calvo clause for all purposes of diplomatic or judicial action. However, the 

preclusive effect of the Calvo clause within a limited scope was definitely upheld by the 

Commissions. On what basis was framed the positive judgement of the so-called limited 
validity of the Calvo clause ? The aim of the present writer is to reconsider the basis of 

international validity of the Calvo clause, pursuing the iter of judgement by the Commissions 

in these leading cases. 

2. When we trace the reasoning given by the Commissions, it would be convenient 
to consider seriatim on the following points : (1) permissibility for an alien to waive to invoke 

the diplomatic protection by the State of his nationality, (2) disjunctive operation of the 

Calvo clause in conjunction with the local remedies rule and compromissory clause, and 

(3) relevancy of the manifestation of will or conduct of a private person within the framework 

of international reclamation. 

As to the first point, the Commissions answer in the affirmative. The Commissions 

pose the question whether there exists any rule of international law forbidding such a waiver 

by an alien. What must be established, according to the Commissions, is not that the Calvo 

clause is universally accepted, but that "there exists a generally accepted rule of international 

law condemning the Calvo clause" (Dredging Co. case).6 For this purpose, it must be 
clarified what is the direct aim of the Calvo clause and its intended material scope of ap-

plication. 

In the Dredging Co, case, the Commission construes the Calvo clause-article 18 of 

the contract-as embracing "all matters connected with the execution of the work covered 

by the contract and the fulfilment of its contract obligations and the enforcement of 

its contract rights."7 In the Union Railway case, the Calvo clause-article 1 1 of the 

concession-apparently includes "all matters whose cause and right of action shall arise 

within the territory of the Republic, everything relating to the said company and all 

titles and business connected with the company." Nevertheless, the Commission holds 
that "article 1 1 of the concession is not invalidated because the words, in which it is 

To pose a questlon m such a manner rt rs affrmed-"gives the respondent State a decided advantage 
in litigation when it pleads the Calvo clause." See O'Connel, Internationa/ Law, Vol. II, 1970, p. 1060. 

T Article 1 8 of the contract is formulated as follows : "The contractor and all persons who, as employees 
or in any other capacity, may be engaged in the execution of the work under this contract either directly or 
indirectly, shall be considered as Mexicans in all matters, within the Republic of Mexico, concerning the 
execution of such work and the fulfilment of this contract. They shall not claim, nor shall they have, with 
regard to the interests and the business connected with this contract, any other rights or means to enforce the 
same than those granted by the laws of the Republic to Mexicans, nor shall they enjoy any other rights than 
those established in favor of Mexicans. They are consequently deprived of any rights as aliens, and under 
no conditions shall the intervention of foreign diplomatic agents be permitted, in any matter related to this 

contract." According to the construction given by the Commission, the closing words "in any matter con-
nected with this contract" must be read in connection with the preceding phrase "in everything connected 
with the execution of such work and the fulfilment of this contract" and also in connection with the phrase 
"regarding the interests or business connected with this contract." Report of I.A.A. Vol. IV, p, 30. 
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expressed, comprise more than in the other case."8 According to somewhat strained 
construction of the Commission, there does not exist any essential divergence between 
"the words business connected with the contract in the first case and the words titles and 

the business connected with the company in the second."9 Without entering into the merits 

of this finding,ro if the aim of the Calvo clause is limited to foreclose an alien "to conduct 

itself as if not subjected to Mexican jurisdiction and as possessing no other remedies" 

in connection with the contractual issues, there does not seem to exist a positive rule of 

international law which still frustrates such an aim. 

On the other hand, when it is said that the Calvo clause does not "go further than the 

legitimate protection of the rights of the country" (Union Railway case), it becomes a matter 

of prime importance to put on the brakes in the sense that an alien cannot deprive the State 

of his nationality of its "undoubted right of applying international remedies to violations 

of international law committed to his damage," especially in case of a denial or undue delay 

of justice (Dredging Co, case). Should the Calvo clause purport to cover unlawfully such 

a great deal, it must be considered as void ab initio. However, the Calvo claus.e as properly 

construed does not go to that extent. 
The rationale of the Calvo clause is "to prevent abuses of the right to protection, not 

to destroy the right itself -abuses which are intolerable to any self-respecting nation and 

are prolific breeders of international friction" (Dredging Co. case).11 The host States must 

not be deprived of the advantages accruing from the investment of foreign capital, and 

at yetthe same time "see to it that the presence of huge foreign interests within their 

boundaries does not increase their international vulnerability" (Union Railway case).12 

If these direct and ultimate ob_iects of the Calvo clause are not per se repugnant to the 

requirement of international law, it should be presumed not to be tainted with unlawfulness 

and nullity. 

3. If the exercise of diplomatic protection by a State is restricted by virtue of the waiver 

of a private person, it may be argued that a rule of international law conceding him such a 

potency should be established to exist. In the absence of the said positive international 

8 Article 1 1 of the concession is written as follows : "The Company shall always be a Mexican Company 
even though any or all its members should be aliens, and it shall be subject exclusively to the jurisdiction of 

the Courts of the Republic of Mexico in all matters whose cause and right of action shall arise within the 
territory of said Republic. The said Company and all aliens and the successors of such aliens having any 
interest in its business, whether as shareholders, employees or in any other capacity, shall be considered as 

Mexican in everything relating to said Conlpany. They shall never be entitled to assert, in regard to any 
titles and business connected with the Company, any rights of alienage under any pretext whatsoever. They 
shall only have such rights and means of asserting them as the laws of the Republic grant to Mexicans, and 

Foreign Diplomatic Agents may consequently not intervene in any matter whatsoever." 

' Report of I.A.A.. Vol. V, p. 118. 
*' The British Commissioner stated in his dissenting opinion: "It appears to me impossible to doubt, 

from the terms of article 1 1 of the contract, that it was the intention of the Mexican Government to prevent 

the claimant's Government from intervening diplomatically or otherwise in any case in which the Company 
might have suffered loss in relation to its existence, business or property, even though such loss had arisen 
through a breach of the rules and principles of international law." For this reason, it should be treated as 

void ab initio. Report of I.A.A.. Vol. V, p. 126. 
** eport of I.A.A.. Vol. IV, p. 29. 
*' eport ofl.A.A., Vol. V, p. 119. 
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rule，rehnquishment　of　the　benefit　of　protection　by　a　private　person　would　not　produce

any　encumbrance　to　his　own　State．13

　　　　Without　going　deep　into　the　matter　here，it　should　be　recalled　in　this　connection　that

there　exists　a　wel1－settled　intemational　rule　requiring　the　exhaustion　of　the　remedies　of驚red

by　municipal　law．This　rule　envisages　the　reparation　of　damage　caused　to　a　private　person，

not　the　damage　directly　suf蚕ered　by　a　State、However，it　applies　to　all　such　cases，irrespec－

tive　of　the　alleged　cause　of　intemationahesponsibility　doing　damage　to　a　private　person。

　　　As　indicated　by　the　Commission　ofArbitration　in　the　Ambatielos　Claim，the　rule　means

that“the　State　against　which　an　illtemational　action　is　brought　for　i両uries　by　private　indi。

viduals　has　the　hght　to　resist　such　an　action　if　the　persons　alleged　to　have　been　i痴ured　have

not旦rst　exhausted　all　the　remedies　available　to　them　un（1er　the　municipal　law　ofthat　State．”14

　　　1n　the　same　vein　andαプb所oパthe　Calvo　clause　demands　that　full　advantage　shall　be

taken　of　all　the　local　remedies　within　the　system　of　municipal　law。In　order　to　answer　the

criticism　directed　in　the　above　sense，it　will　sufnce　for　the　mome血t　to　point　out　that　a　generally

accepted　rule　of　intemational　law　contemplates　positive　actions　of　a　private　person　as　rele。

vant　juridical　fact　for　the　purpose　of　intemational　reclamation　conceming　the　reparation

of　his　su飾red　damage．

　　　Notwithstanding，it　may　be　contended　that　a　State　is　bound　by　the　intemational　mle

of　local　redress，not　by　the　Calvo　clause　as　such。15　The　question　still　remains　to　be　open

whether　the　mani琵sted　will　or　conduct　of　a　private　person　is　deprived　of　any　pertinency　on

the　intemational　level　let　alone　its　supplemental　or　overcoming　ef陀ct．

　　　It　may　be　asserted　also　that　the　Calvo　clause　constitutes　a　negation　of　intemational

proceedings，while　the　local　remedies　rule　lays　down　a　precondition　to　institute　the　same

proceedings．16　According　to　the　orthodox　view，however，the　Calvo　dause　does　not　pur－

portedly　go　to　such　extremes　in　case　a　State　adopts　the　cause　of　its　nationals　on　the　groun（1

0f　a　denial　of　justice　or　other　international　delinquency．　In　that　event，the　Calvo　clause

does　not　operate　to　debar　the　institution　of　international　proceedings．

　　　In　spite　of　these　remarks，it　is　propounded　that　the　Calvo　clause　is　nothing　more　than

an　otiose　appendage，inasmuch　as　the　local　remedies　ru星e　will　absorb　completely　the　would－be

function　of　the　Calve　clause　on　the　intemational　leveL17　This　statement　involves　a　very

fine　point。　lt　will　be　dealt　with　lateL

　　　4。Now　proceeding　to　the　second　point，it　must　be　inquire（l　how　the　Calvo　ciause　will

operate　in　conjunction　with　the　local　remedies　rule　and　compromissory　clause　of　the　conven。

tion．　In　the　above　cases，this　question　represente（l　a　legal　tension，for　the　conventions　which

organized　the　Claims　Commissions　and　confじrre（i　jurisdiction　on　them， 　provided　explicitly

the　non－application　of　Iocal　remedies　mle　to　the　claim～brought　up　under　these　conventions．

　1s　Cf，Dissenting　oplnion　of　American　Commissioner　in　the　Intemational　Fisheries　Co．case，R砂oπρブ
1．ノf．／霊．，Vol．IV，PP．71（レ171．

　14Rεpor∫げ1．／1．／i．，VoL　XII，pp．118－119．

　15Cf．Hyde，Coπcε川∫π8・！｛πθ醒μ3わy　Co配耀σ’o　Rθ51〆ic’1π縦ρ05漉oπ，in∠47nθ7icαπ10躍ηα1φ1π∫87雁”onα’

Lα擢，1927，p。301．
　16T6n6kid色s，Coη5’46〆αμoη5，c崖t．，P．275．

　17　Cf．Lipstein，丑θP’ロcθ｛ゾfhe　Gα1りo　C1αμs8in1π∫8rηα1io雌α1五α擢，inβ〆’”5h｝宅α〆δooたρ1’五n’ε■nα’io〃α’」Lα｝ジ．

1945，p．145。
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Thus article 5 of the Gereral Claims Convention of 1925 between the United States and 

Mexico provided that "no claim shall be disallowed or rejected by the Commission by the 

application of the general principle of international law that the local remedies must be 

exhausted as a condition precedent to the validity or allowance of any claim The Conven-
.
,
,
 

tion between Great Britain and Mexico of 1928 contained the similar provision (article 6). 

The rule of local remedies is a jus dispositium which is applied in the interests of a local 

State, being susceptible to contracting out in virtue of specific agreement between the parties.18 

Especially, it should be noted that a consid~rant of the above provisions stated that "the 

High Contracting Parties, being desirous of effecting an equitable settlement of the claims 

of their respective citizens thereby affording the just and adequate compensation for their 

losses or damages . . . ." 
It apparently follows that the claims should not be rejected on the score of non-exhaus-

tion of local remedies prior to the presentation of claims before the Commissions. Never-

theless, the contrary solution of the issue was adopted by the Commissions. It was simply 

because the proper application of the above negative provisions was limited to claims 

"rightfully" presented by the claimant to its own Government. 
Thus in the Dredging Co, case, the Commission held that "if under the terms of Article 

l the private claimant cannot rightfully present its claim to its Government and the claim 

therefore cannot become cognizable here, Article V does not apply to it."I9 In the Union 

Railway case, the Commission shared this view on the same basis.20 
However, it would seem that from the more basic angle, criticism may be directed against 

the above conclusion and propositions concomitantly formulated. 
In the first place, it is stated that the non-application of local remedies rule provided 

in the Convention does not per se~ "entitle either Government to set aside an express valid 

contract between one of its citizens and the other Government" (Dredging Co. case).21 

But as a preliminary point, it may be argued that even an express valid contract 
constitutes res inter alios acta to the claimant's Government, and as such, is not obligatory 

upon it. Whether the contract may be set aside or not, the common rule between the 
Governments is first and foremost afforded by the Convention to which they are the parties.22 

Secondly, it is asserted that "the Convention does not override the Calvo clause" 

(Union Railway case).23 
Article I of the Convention does not contain any exp]icit reference to the Calvo clause. 

*8 Cf. Cavar6, Le droit internationa/ pub!ic posit,f, t. I l, 1962, P･ 368. 
*9 eport ofl.A.A., Vol. IV, p. 32. 
'~ 

eport ofl.A.A.. Vo]. V, p. 121. In this case, the majority considered that one or more of the acts or 
omissions which might in themselves constitute a breach of international law would not justify the ignoring 
of article 1 1 (the Calvo clause)-exactly on the ground that "the responsibi]ity of the State under international 

law can only commence when the persons concerned have ava[led themselves of all remedies open to them 
under the national laws of the State in question"(Ibid., p. 122). British Commissioner strongly objected to 
this view (Ibid., p. 127). The writer is also of the opinion that according to the majority view, though the 
local remedies rule is ex professo dispensed with, the Calvo clause appears as a questionable substitute even 
in case where a claim is based on an alleged violation of international legal rule. Thus the non-application 

of local remedies rule is rendered almost redundant and simultaneously the scope of the Calvo clause is un-

lawfully enlarged. 
'* eport of I.A.A.. Vol. IV, p. 32. 
22 The umpire held in the Martini case that "the right of a sovereign power to enter into an agreement of 

this kind is entirely superior to that of the subject to contract it away." Report ofl.A.A.. Vol. X, p. 663. 

'* eport ofl.A.A., Vol. V, p. 123. 
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Accordingly, it may be held that the Calvo clause cannot prevail over the convention 
between the Governments, urLless the tacit interpolation of the Calvo clause into article l 

of the convention warrants its application in the above sense. For, as previously declared 

by the Permanent Court, "should a proper application of the Convention be in confiict with 

some local law, the latter would not prevail as against the Convention."24 

Thirdly, it is submitted that through a stipulation in a contract between the G -
overn 

ment and a private individual could be overruled by an agreement between the Govern 
ments, it would have to be done in express terms (Opinion of British Commissioner in the 

Union Railway case).25 

But this opinion may be refuted on the ground that such express additions are not 

necessary in virtue of lex posterior principle correlated with the global terms of the conven-

tion ("no claim shall be disallowed or rejected by the Commission . . .").26 

Viewed in this light, it may be said without exaggeration that "the Commission bounded 

over the hurdle with admirable nonchalance."27 In any case, given the Commission's 
finding, it follows that the Calvo clause is not "merely a superfiuous restatement of the local 

remedies rule."28 Put it another way, "it serves to overcome a general waiver of the require-

ment to exhaust local remedies contained in the compromis."29 At this point, however, 

we are not confronted with cadit quaestio. It should be further pursued on what ground 
such an overcoming effect of the Calvo clause may be justified as a matter of conventional 

or customary international law. 

5. The writer shall now turn to the third point whether the manifested will or conduct 

of a private person may be endowed with any international pertinency in the conventional 

system which is established for the settlement of particular claims. 

Having answered the question in the affirmative, the Commission made the following 

statements : 

First, it is axiomatic that "the Commission is bound to consider the object for which 

it was created, the task it has to fulfil and the treaty upon which its existence is based" (Union 

Railway case).30 

Secondly, it is procedurally required that a private person should be able to "rightfully" 

present the claims to its own Government f Co, case).31 or espousal on the international level (Dredging 

Thirdly, the above claim is essentially or predominantly of a private character. "The 

award is claimed on behalf of a person or a corporation and in accordance therewith, the 

Rules of Procedure prescribe that the Memorial shall be signed by the claimant or his attorney 

s' reco-Bulgarian Communities case. P.C.1.J.. Series B, No. 17, p. 32. 
B5 eport of I.A.A., Vol. V, p. 124. 
26 Tenekid~s makes a point that ". . . Ia jurisprudence internationale se prononce r6solutement en faveur 

de la primaut6 de la clause compromissoire du trait6, susceptible de pr6valoir sur la clause arbitrale ant6rieure 

du contrat." Considirations, cit., p. 282. 
2T eller, Some Observations on the Calvo Clause, in American Journal of Internationa/ Law 1 933 463 

28 Jim6nez de Ar6chaga, op. cit., p. 592. ' ' P. . 
29 hea, The Calvo Clause, 1955, p. 260. 
so eport of I.A.A., Vol. V, p, 120. 
31 eport of I.A.A., Vol. IV, p. 32. 
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or otherwise clearly show that the alien who suffered the damage agrees-to his Government's 

acting in his behalf. For this reason the action of the Government cannot be regarded as 

an action taken independently of the wishes or the interests of the claimant. It is an action 

the initiative of which rests with the claimant" (Union Railway case).32 

Fourthly, the obligation incumbent upon a private person in virtue of the Calvo clause 

is "the conditio sine qua non of the contract, which the Mexican Government would other-

wise not have signed." Hence, "if the Commission were to act as if article 1 1 had never 

been written, the consequence would be that one stipulation, now perhaps onerous to the 

claimant would cease to exist and all the other provisions of the contract, including those 

from which claimant has derived or may still derive profit, would remain in force" (Union 

Railway case).33 

Lastly, the claimant would seem to have behaved in bad faith. "The claimant, after 

having solemnly promised in writing that it would not ignore the local laws, remedies, and 

authorities, behaved from the very beginning as if article 18 of the contract had no existence 

in fact. It used the article to procure the contract, but this was the extent of its use. It 

never sought any redress by application to the local authorities and remedies which article 

18 Iiberally granted it and which, according to Mexican law, are available to it, even against 

the Government, without restrictions, both in matter of civil and public law. It has gone 

so far as to declare itself freed from its contract obligations by its ipse dixit instead of having 

resort to the local tribunals to construe its contract and its rights thereunder . . ." (Dredging 

Co. case).3~ 

One view summarizes the statement of law given by the Commission upon the crux 
of the matter in the following terms : "The Commission held that the Clause was binding 

on the individual in that it precluded him from presenting to his government any c[aim 

connected with the contract, but not binding on his state in that it would not prevent his 

government from espousing a claim on the violation of international law."35 

However, doubt is cast on this summarized statement : "How does a government 
come to make a claim unless the individual has first complained to it? And if the private 

contractor does present a claim and thereby breaks the contract what relevance has this to 

the validity of the claim which the government then takes up ? Apparently none."36 

Though doubt is expressed so as to turn the issue back to the starting point, the Com-

mission, as seen above, in having discharged its attributed function within the framework 

of the convention, recognized that the manifested will or conduct of a private person had a 

decisive effect to preclude the Government's espousal of the claim. Certainly, the question 

still remains to be open why the Calvo clause not only binds a private person, but has a 

reflexive effect on the inter-governmental plane. 

To recapitulate the Commission's reasoning_ as the writer sees it, it is composed of the 

sz eport of I.A.A.. Vol. V, p. 120. 
SB bid., pp. I19, 120. 
l* eport ofl.A.A., Vol. IV, p. 31. 
s5 hea, op. cit., pp. 217-218. Another version is given as follows: "the individual can renounce the right 

to invoke diplomatic protection in so far as he himself is concerned (except in the case of a denial of justice) 

but this renunciation will not have any effect on his government which will always have the right to intervene 

if it deems it to its best interests to do so." Summers. The Calvo Clause, in Virginia Law Review, Vol. 19 

(1932-33), pp. 472J}73. 
s6 'Connel, op. cit., p. 1065. 
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propositions : (1) it concerns a claim which is essentially of a private character; (2) the prin-

ciple of good faith should be respected by any court of law; and (3) the non-application of 

local remedies rule does not automatically heal the vitium adherent to a private claim. Now 

the problem is how to articulate these propositions to frame ad hoc rule operating in 

the special domain of diplomatic protection. 

6. Rules of general international law create rights and obligations belonging to States 

as subjects of law, but they contain the rules which have been formed in the interests of 

private individuals. The international rules concerning the treatment of foreign nationals 

represent this category of rules. These international rules do not protect private individuals 

as such, but as individuals bearing a certain relationship (that is, a bond of nationality) with 

a State. The institution of diplomatic protection is the operational scheme to ensure the 

mutual respect of these rules. 

In considering the status of the Calvo clause from the angle of general international 

law, it is necessary to touch upon some "general rules of diplomatic protection."37 

It is first of all emphasized that "a State asserts its own rights" in the exercise of diplo-

matic protection. It is not the interests of private individuals, but only those of States which 

are protected as legal rights in international law. In order to support this position, the 

classical dictum of the Permanent Court in the Mavrommatis case is invariably cited : "By 

taking up the case of one of its subjects and by resorting to diplomatic action or international 

judicial proceedings on his behalf, a State is in reality asserting its own rights-its rights to 

ensure, in the person of its subjects, respect for the rules of international law."38 Thus, a 

private individual must count on his State's invocation of its own ri**ht for the enjoyment 

of interests to be derived from the diplomatic protection. In its turn, the invocation of 

State right stands on the assumption that the interests of a private individual are assimilated 

to those of a State, and a State is injured through the damage caused to its nationals. 

It is equally urged that a State is entirely unfettered in the exercise of diplomatic protec-

tion. A State is free not to exercise diplomatic protection even if its national requests it. 

Conversely, a State is free to exercise , diplomatic protection even if its national does not 

request it. The International Court stated in the Barcelona Traction case: "The State must 

be viewed as the sole judge to decide whether its protection will be granted, to what extent 

it is granted, and when it will cease. It retains in thls respect a discretionary power the ex-

ercise of which may be determined by considerations of a political or other nature, unrelated 

to the particular case. Since the claim of the State is not identical with that of the individual 

or corporate person whose cause is espoused, the State enjoys complete freedom of action."39 

As a corollary of these general rules, it is affirmed that the undivided whole of interests 

to be derived from the exercise of diplomatic protection in the form of a State's asserting its 

own right, is placed under the sovereign control of that State, which extends to govern 

the actions of its nationals. Hence a private person is not free to dispose of the benefit of 

diplomatic protection which may be liberally bestowed by the State of his nationality. 

Viewed in this light, a private individual is posited merely as a de facto beneficiary within 

3T Barcelona Traction case, I.C.J. Reports 1970, p. 33. 
s8 .C.1.J., Series A, No. 2, p. 12. 
39 I.C.J. Reports 1970, p. 44. 
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the operational scheme of diplomatic protection.40 
The absorption of private interests in those of a State, subordinating the former to the 

latter, the absolute discretion of a State in the exercise of diplomatic protection and the 

sovereign control of protective interests of its nationals, all of these would seem to represent 

a vestige of the historical period when the individual-national was deemed as mere "appur 

tenance" of a State. However, having developed a pronounced tendency of "humaniza-
tion" of international law, it is clearly stated that the actual conduct of diplomatic protec-

tion has been increasingly influenced by that tendency, thought no attended with the trans-

formation of normative contents, more and more weight having been attached to the protec-

tion of private interests as such.41 

It would be useful to make some additional observations on a viable matrix of the con-

temporary practice sustamlng' the "mdrvrdualization" of diplomatic protection to eliminate 

out-of-date elements therefrom. 
In the first place, it is necessary to discard any preconceived idea that the interests of 

States are soley taken into account for the purpose of international protection. The inter-

national rules for the protection of human rights strikingly illustrate this point. As stated 

above, the international rules concerning the treatment of foreign nationals have been 

constituted also in the interests of private individuals. Diplomatic protection is an inter-

national proceeding to ensure mutual respect of these international rules. A State, as formal 

subject of law, acts on behalf of its national and asserts its own right "to ensure, in the person 

of its subjects, respect for the rules of international law." Within the machinery a private 

individual may be regarded as "material subject" of these rules in the sense that he is a 

holder of material interests which are protected by the international rules.42 Such a 
characterization may be objected as problematical in that it does not match with a discre-

tionary power of a State. But in the opinion of the writer, the theory that a State has been 

injured through injury to its national is more problematical.43 The theory may be balefully 

invoked so as to warrant a swelled right of intervention being enforced on the part of a 

creditor State vis-~-vis a debtor State on the mere ground that it has been injured 

independent of the concrete position of a private claimant. This is the very situation 

which the Calvo clause intends to forestall. 
Secondly, given a discretionary power of a State in the exercise of diplomatic protection, 

it does not necessarily mean that the manifested will or conduct of a private person has not 

any international relevancy on the plane of diplomatic protection. 

For instance, when a private individual was wronged by another State, a State of his 

nationality would have the right to claim reparation at that moment. But if the individual 

" Cf. Quadri, Diritto internazionale pubb[ico, 1 968, p. 403. 
' * See Cassese, I,idividuo (diritto internazionale), in Enciclopedia de/ diritto, XXI. p. 1 90. 

" On the concept of "soggetti in sensu materiale", i.e., in the sense that international law can consider and 

considers the individuals as centres of interests susceptible and deserving of international protection, see 

Sperduti. Sulla soggettivitd internazionale, in Rivista di diritto internaziona!e, 1 972, pp. 273-274. 

'* Cf. Separate opinion of Judge Gros in the Barcelona Traction case, I.C.J. Reports 1970, p. 269. The 
Judge points out that in the present state of economic affairs where "the separation of the interests of the 
individual from that of the State no longer corresponds to reality", the formula that in defendlng its nationals 

a State is asserting its own rights at the international level "has acquired a reality which goes further than 
the procedural justification of its origin." The reality may be so, but the separation of private interests from 

those of a State will be the major premise to lesson something odious associated with the intervention on the 

part of a sponsoring Government, which is possibly coloured by its neo-colonialism. 
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altered his nationality thereafter, the right to claim reparation of the State would cease to 

exist. Setting aside the question on what basis a private individual is capable to deprive 

his former State of the right to pursue the international responsibility, it is certain that the 

actually injured person can relinquish the benefit of protection attached to his nationality, 

bringing about such an international result.44 

Another example may be adduced. According to the authoritative interpretation, the 

non-utilisation of certain means of procedure can be accepted as constituting a gap in the 

exhaustion of local remedies if the use of these means of procedure were essential to establish 

the claimant's case before the municipal courts.45 Now if he does not take these essential 

means of procedure at his own risk and entails a hopeless result even appealing to a higher 

court, a State of his nationality will be precluded to sponsor a diplomatic claim on the score 

of a denial of justice. 

Lastly, it should be recalled that the International Court gave due weight in the well-

known case to the lack of genuineness in the act of naturalization of a person whose cause 

was taken up on the plane of international jurisdiction. The Court stated that "naturalization 

was asked for not so much for the purpose of obtaining a legal recognition of Nottebohm's 

membership in fact in the population of Lichtenstein, as it was to enable him to substitute 

for his status as a national of a belligerant State that of a national of a neutral State, in the 

sole aim of thus coming within the protection of Lichtenstein."46 

Hence a discretionary power of a State in the exercise of diplomatic protection does not 

exclude the possibility that waiver, Iaches or lack of sincerity on the part of a private individual 

may be taken into consideration as an internationally relevant fact. 

Thirdly, it is contended that a private individual cannot relinquish the benefit of diplo-

matic protection ad libitum. For that matter, it is necessary to examine how the inter-

national rules concerning the treatment of foreign nationals contemplate the interests of a 

private individual as the object of legal protection. 

Certainly, there are the international rules which directly specify the private interests 

to be protected, regardless of the attitude of the municipal legal order. These rules concern 

the fundamental interests such as those in life or liberty. But the case is different with 

"purely economic interests." As to economic interests, it must be first determined what kind 

of interests and in what manner these interests should be legally protected. International 

law refers this matter to the attitude of the municipal legal order to be liberally taken. 

However, international law requires the municipal order to provide and afford the judicial 

protection within its province, once the economic interests of a foreigner have been con-

stituted as legal rights in that order.47 Therefore, if a local State does not afford the adequate 

judicial protection to the rights of a foreign national, a State of his nationality may diplomat-

ically or otherwise intervene, irrespective of the intention of the injured person. On the 

other hand, if a foreign national wishes to seek the legal protection for his rights within 

the province of local order and to that extent, not to appeal to his Government for 

diplomatic interposition or to dispose of his own rights concerning economic interests, 

da Cf. Balladore Pallieri, La determinazione internazionale della cittadinanza ai fini de!1'esercizio della pro-

tezione diplomatica, in Scritti di diritto internazionale in onore di Tomaso Perassi, Vo]. I , 1 957, p. 1 24. 

t5 Ambatielos claims, Reports of I.A.A., Vol. XII, p. 120. 
a6 I.C.J. Reports 1955, p. 26. 

" See Judge Morelli's analytical remarks in the Barcelona Traction case, I.C.J. Reports 1910, p. 231. 
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it would not affect the position of each State qua custodian of international law. It rs a 

matter of individual choice. 

7. The writer shall turn again to the question of international validity of the Calvo 

clause. As already seen, the Claims Commission admitted that the Calvo clause operated 
to restrict the diplomatic espousal of a private claim falling within its scope, having declared 

that the claim as presented was not within its jurisdiction. The writer is of the opinion that 

the above conclusion should be sustained for the following reasons. 
In the first place, the preclusive reservation embodied in the Calvo clause is limited 

ratione materiae to disputes concerning the matters pertaining to contracts. As indicated 

by the Permanent Court in the Panevezys-Saldutiskis Railway case, "in principle, the 
property rights and the contractual rights of individuals depend in every State on munic-

ipal law and fall therefore more particularly within the jurisdiction of municipal tribunals."4g 

Consequently, it stands to reason that the dispute concerning the contractual rights should 

be referred to the settlement of municipal tribunals, in so far as it does not concern "the 

right of･the State to have its nationals enjoy a certain treatment guaranteed by genral inter-
national law."49 For all that, it may be asserted that the dispute is transformed to fall 

within the international jurisdiction simply because the Government sponsors the claim 

of a private person, exercising diplomatic protection in his behalf. But this begs the 

question, since it implicitly takes for granted that the exercise of diplomatic protection 

is justified in such a case.50 

Secondly, the claim as contemplated by the Calvo clause, one of the constituent elements 

of the dispute, is not by its nature that of a State. It is the claim of a private person which 

is destined for adjustment within the province of local law and tribunals. Even if the 

Government sponsors such a claim and presents it before the international forum, it does 

not follow that the claim in question ceases to be of a private nature. The sponsoring 

Government is not a party to the contract, nor a party of the dispute arising therefrom. In 

such a case, therefore, it is very doubtful whether the Government can act independently 

of the manifested will of a private person as a holder ofits own "Verfugungsrecht,"51 Will 

the international position be affected that a State may exercise diplomatic protection everL 

if its national does not request it? Not only it begs the point, but the renunciation of a 

private individual with regard to the specified category, of claims does not conflict with the 

major principle of local redress, Iet alone with the norm of jus cogens. 

Lastly, it remains for consideration whether the agreed non-application of local 

remedies rule can have theeffect to make the act of espousal by the Government disregard 

ing the free choice of an individual entertainable at the international level. The writer is 

of the opinion that the real point at issue consists in this. As mentioned above, the Com-

mission answered the question in the negative. 

According to the view of the Commission, the non-application of local redress rule 

ds .C.1.J., Series A / B, No. 76, p, 16. 

a, I.C.J. Reports 1970, p. 46. 
50 Cf. Separate opinion of Judge Badawi in the Norwegian Loans case, I.C.J. Reports 1957, p. 32. 
51 Cf. Verdross, Vo~lkerrecht, 1959, p. 330 ; Salvioli, L'individuo in diritto internazionale, in Rivista di diritto 

internaziona!e, 1956, pp. 10-11. 
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becomes valid only in case the claim is rightfully presented by a private individual to his 

Government. If the term "rightfully" ostensibly signifies that a private individual ought 

to have resorted to the municipal court in any case, the statement of the Commission is 

reduced to absurdity. The non-application of local remedies rule applies only to the case 

where a private individual has exhausted the local remedies. 

Accordin*' to one opinion, it is suggested that "the word 'rightfully' is here used with 

a moral rather than a legal connotation." And it is further submitted that "a moral argu-

ment may have considerable force in view of the provision that the decision is to be 'in 

accordance with the principle of international law, justice and equity', though the Com-

mission does not clearly place its holding on such moral grounds."52 

The present writer shares this view. In reality, the Commission indicated that "the 

record before the Commission strongly suggests that the claimant used article 18 to procure 

this contract without any intention of even observing its provisions."53 In the circumstances, 

it should be seriously questioned whether the non-application of local remedies rule purports 

to condone such an evasive attempt, releasing a private claimant from obligation of conduct 

in good faith. As declared by the International Court, "one of the basic principles govern-

ing the creation and performance of legal obligations, whatever their source, is the principle 

of good faith."54 Furthermore, "whatever the legal reasoning of a court of justice, its 

decisions must by definition be just, and therefore in that sense equitable."55 Accordingly, 

even if the contract is res inter alios acta to the claimant Government, the tribunal would 

be entitled to apply the principle of good faith as the general principle of law restraining 

the Government's conduct qua protector of its nationals. What matters here is the actual 

demeanour of a private claimant rather than the contract itself. 

On the other hand, is the sponsoring Government in a position to plead that the supe-

riority of a treaty stipulation manifests an automatic effect to remove the defects adherent 

to the private claim, thus virtually dispelling the relevance of "rightfulness "? In this 

connection, it should be observed that the Calvo clause, of which effect international tribunal 

can take cognizance, is a special application of the general rule of local redress. It applies 

specifically to issues arising out of the contract, being addressed to a private party. 

Moreover, the objection raised on the non-exhaustion of local remedies in international 

litigation usually takes the form of "fin de non-recevoir," assuming that the responsible State 

has committed an international wrong to a foreign national, whereas the Calvo clause may 

be invoked to bring forth the objection of incompetence, because it concerns essentially a 

domestic issue which should be submitted to the local courts.56 Since the Calvo clause, 

at least in the eyes of international tribunal, is a special rule vis-~-vis a general principle, 

it may be interpreted that the non-application of the latter principle does not necessarily 

oust the former anterior rule : Iex posterior generalis non derogant priori speciali. 

Further, the local remedies rule stands in favour of the State which responsibility for 

damage suffered by a foreign national is sought to be estalished. It follows that the 

5s eller, Some Observations, cit. n. 9. at p. 463. 
5s eport of I.A.A., Vol. IV, p. 32. 
5, Nuclear Tests case, I.C.J. Reports 1973, p. 268. 

55 North Sea Continental Shelf cases, I. C.J. Report 1969, p. 48. 

5e per contra, it may be reasonably doubted whether the clause can cover an international issue, e, g., 
concerning the obligation of a restored government for the acts or contracts of a usurping govemment. 
Cf. Tinoco Arbitration, American Journa! of Internationa! Law,1924, p, 159. 
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non-application of local remedies rule entails abandonment of sovereign rights to the dis-

advantage of the said State. On that score, abandonment cannot be presumed and the effect 

of non-application should be interpreted restrictively. As cogently remarked, "when one 

of the parties to an agreement is a Government, responsible to a whole body politic, 
and the other party is a private association operating within the territorial domain of such 

Government, the 'sovereignty,' that is, the comprehensive responsibility, of the one party 

is but an additional factor, and a factor from the beginning with the expectation of the parties 

suggesting restraint upon the inference of unexpressed obligations."57 The sovereingty 

is a qualified factor in this sense functioning externally as well as internally. If such should 

be the case with the Calvo clause, the same is true of its external aspect with reference to the 

non-application of local remedies rule. When the responsible Government agreed to dispense 

with the local remedies rule "being desirous of effecting an equitable settlement of the claims," 

it cannot be inferred that the Government was going so far as to yield to any fraudulent 

utilizatiori of the Calvo clause as a means of unilateral gains. Accordingly, it should be 

concluded that the express consent of that Government is required for international tribunal 

to set aside the Calvo clause. 

$
F
 

While the present writer concurs in the conclusion reached by the Commissions, a few 

remarks are called for as a matter of general law. 

When the parties agree to clothe international tribunal with jurisdication to adjudicate 

upon the private claims, international validity of the Calvo clause is raised as a question of 

jurisdiction. International tribunal is entitled to take notice of the Calvo clause as a specific 

application of the local remedies rule which reflects a legitimate caution of a local State. The 

manifested will and conduct of a private person may be reckoned with in a particular case, 

which should not be condoned, if patently tainted with bad faith, by any court of law. That 

being the case, even the agreed non-application of general rule cannot be automatically 

invoked to neutralize a special machinery of settling the private claims on the inferred consent 

of the defendant Government, thus soliciting international tribunal to connive the fraudulent 

purpose to be sponsored through the medium of diplomatic interposition. The other side 

of the shield is that the plaintiff Government in its turn may raise another aspect of the 

jurisdictional issue, if there is every appearance that the plea of jurisdiction will prove to be 

a form of manipulating the Calvo clause as a means of de facto spoliation. This might be 

perhaps the case "when it had solid reason to believe that the courts of the grantor were 

corrupt, or exposed to political interference likely to be exercised, or possessed of insufficient 

jurisdiction."58 Accordingly, ad hoc application of the Calvo clause can be in no wise 

mechanical regardless of the actual circumstances: it is the question to be decided in each 

particular case. 

5T ultan, The Special Function of the Principle of Restrictive Interpretation, 
Andrassy, 1968, p. 299. 

58 yde, Concerning Attempts, cit., p. 301. 

in Mdlanges offerts d Juraj 
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　　　8．It　should　be　further　inquired　whether　the　Calvo　clause　may　be　invoked　to　preclude

totally　the　diplomatic　interposition　of　the　Govemment　with　regard　to　the　contractual　issues。

If　answered　in　the　amrmative，the　Calvo　c豆auseラof　which　construction　in　that　case　w皿l　need

a　substantive　basis　to　be　given　by　the　interpretation　of　the　international　rules　on　the

treatment　of　foreign　nationals，wi皿manifest　f盆一reaching　e伍ects，not　merely　supplemental

to　the　local　remedies　mle．

　　　In　fact，it　is　urged　that　un（ler　these　rules，a　local　State　is　only　required　to　treat　its　nεしtionals

and　foreigners　on　a　footing　of　equality．　The　principle　of　e（lual　treatment　between　nationals

and　foreigners　is　asserted　to　be　the　inspirational　basis　of　the　Calvo　clause。The　Commission

stated　that“by　inserting　in　the　concession　an　article　by　which　the　foreign　concem　put　itself

on　the　same　footing　as　national　corporations，by　which　it　undertook　to　co“sider　itself　as

Mexican，to　submit　to　the　Mexican　courts，and　not　to　appeal　to　diplomatic　intervention，”

the　proviso　having　been　added　that“the　claimant　has　not，by　subscribing　to　it，waived　its

undoubted　right　as　a　British　corporation　to　apply　to　its　Govemment　for　protection　against

intemational　delinquency”（Union　Railway　case）。59　1f　the　interpretation　is　adopted　that

a　local　State　is　entitled　to　behave　as　the　sole　and盒nal　judge　on　the　treatment　to　be　attributed

to　foreign　nationals　so　as　to　nul星ify　the　above　proviso　in　e∬ect，the　matters　as　contemplated

by　the　Calvo　clause　will　come　wholly　within　the　domestic　jurisdiction　of　a　local　State，60

According　to　the　orthodox　view，if　a　foreign　national　is　prevented　to　bring　the　case　before

the　municipal　court　to　defen（1the　rights　attributed　to　him，the　State　must　be　responsible

for　a　denial　of　justice　in　international　law．Nonetheless，it　may　be　asserted　that　the

Govemment　cannot　diplomatically　intervene，in　so　far　as　a　foreigner　is　assimilated　to

its　national　for　the　purpose　of　apPlication　of　the　Ca盈vo　clause。　A　State　cannot　be　inter－

nationally　guilty　of　a　denial　of　justice　vis－a－vis　its　nationa1．

　　　ln　the　lntemational　Law　Commission　of　the　United　Nations，the　Special　Rapporteur

（Amador）submitted　the　following　view：“lt　is　thus　explicitly　admitted　that　if　the　waiver

of　diplomatic　protection　is　absolute，no　international　claim　can　be　entertained　in　the　case

of　denial　of　justice，that　connected　with　the　interpretation，apPlication　or　execution　of　the

contract＿。．From　the　strictly　juridical　stan（1point，the　Calvo　Clause　does　not　even　con－

stitute　an　exception　to　the　principle　establishing　international　responsibility　in　cases　of

denial　of　justice．An　alien　who　agrees　not　to　seek　the　diplomatic　protection　of　the　State

of　his　nationality　and　to　rely　on，local　remedies　in　seeking　satisfaction　of　any　claim　he　may

have　against　the　host　State　places　himself，in　fact　an（1in　law，on　exactly　the　same　footing

as　a　nationaL　Thus　the　clause　creates　a　juridical　situation　in　which，technically，there　can

be　no　problem　of　denial　of　justice　of　interest　to　intemational　law。”61

　59R6Poπαヂ1．！1．オ，，Vol，V，pp．119，121．

　60Freeman　points　out：“What　he（Calvo）deplored　was　their　practice　of　seeking　special　privileges　and
favors　for　foreign　subjects　which　the　iocal　law　did　not　even　provide　for　citizens．　The　plea，in　other　words，

was　for　recogni亡ion　of　the　general　principle　of　submission　of　foreign　subjects　to　the　local　law－a　thoroughly

reasonable　demand，But　it　did　not　go　to　the　extent　of　maintaining　that　equahty　with　nationa亘s　under　that

law　was　in　itself　a　bar　to　any　intemational　inquiry．”　Rθc8解！細ρεαs‘ゾ’h8Cα1yoαα〃s8απ4’h8Chα118η8θ

∫01鷹87ηα”oηα’五の9，in／≦〃1εパcαη10π7nα’げ』［’πε〆πα”onα’五‘z｝レ，1946，PP．132－133．　On　the　other　hand，Sir

Fitzmauri㏄，re掩rring　to　the　recent　claim　that　the　right　ofdiplomatic　protection　and　ofinterpositlon　in　respect

of　the　persons　and　interests　of　theim　ationals　abroad　should　be　abrogated－the“new　Calvo－ism”一indicates

that　it　is“essentially　an　attempt　to　generalize　into　a　universally　applicable　doctrlne　the　principle　ofthe℃alvo

clause’．．．．”丑8勲卿8びPμわ1i‘加θ■n傭oηα’加wαπ44’hθ加！e7㈱’oπα’五卿15ア5’θ耀’n伽α脚加・
5鵡〃c83げTb謡α1ソ，in　L’y肥4μC8π∫8nαかε1873－1973，1973，p．246．

　61】宅αめooた‘ゾ’hθ血∫β7πα’‘oηα’Lα躍Co醒η2∫ssfoη，1958，Vo1．11，．p。59。
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　　　For　a　number　of　reasons　such　a　statement　of　law　is　open　to　doubt．

　　　First，it　is　patent　that　the　creation　of　such　a　juridical　situation　is　not　compatible　with

the　autonomous　right　of　interference　undoubtedly　attributed　to　States　on　the　basis　of　inter－

national　law．The　contrary　view　does　not　seem　to　reHect　the　oρin’o．ノμ11s　co’nη7〃n試50f　the

various　Govemments　suc盤as　evidenced　by　their　replies　to　a　committee　of　the　League　of

Nations　in　the　conference　for　codification　ofintemational　law（1930）．For　instance，while　the

British　Govemment　replied　to　accept　as‘‘good　law”the　decision　of　the　Dredging　Co．case，

it　non　the　less　stressed　on　the　dictum　of　cardinal　signincance　contained　in　the　decision　that

“a　stipulation　in　a　contract　which　purports　to　bind　the　claimant　not　to　apply　to　his　Govem－

ment　to　intervene　diplomatically　or　otherwise　in　the　event　of　a　denial　or　delay　ofjustice　in

the　event　of　any　violation　of　the　rules　or　principles　of　intemational　law　is　void、”62　0n　the

other　hand，the　contemporary　position　is　confirmed　by　the　Intemational　Court　as　it　was

before　that“within　the　limits　prescribed　by　international　law，a　State　may　exercise　diplomatic

protection　by　whatever　means　and　to　whatever　extent　it　thinks　fit，for　it　is　its　own　right

that　the　State　is　asserting』’63

　　　Secondly，just“within　the　limits　prescribed　by　intemational　law”a　State　may．place

a　foreigner　on　the　same　footing　with　its　nationaL　But　it　does　not　follow　that　a　juridical

situation　in　which　a　denial　of　justlce　or　other　illtemational　delinquency　committed　to　his

damage　is　out　of　question，may　be　brought　about　one－sidedly。A（1eclaration　of　a】ocal

StatetotreataforeignerasitsnationalforthepurposeoftheCalvoclausecamotdestory
the　subsistent　genuine　link　of　his　foreign　nationality．　Consequently，the　pretended　situation

is　not　entitled　to　be　respected　by　a　State　of　nationality・

　　　Thirdly，a　denial　of　justice　is　the　act　infringing　international　obligation　incumbent

up・nal・ca1Statet・pr・videthejudicialpr・tecti・nt・therights・ff・reignnati・nals・64

The　Calvo　clause　may　be　invoked　to　foreclose　any　unrighteous　circumvention　on　the　part

of　a　private　claimant　and　its　diplomatic　support　by　the　Govemment。Conversely，a　local

State　must　be　estopped　to　use　it　as　a　pretext　to　evade　intemational　obligations．The　Inter－

national　Court　observed　in　the　Barcelona　Traction　case：　“It　has　been　argued　on　one　side

that　mlawful　acts　had　been　committed　by　the　Spanishjudicial　and　administrative　anthorities

（i．e．，the　alleged　denial　ofjustice），and　that　as　a　result　of　those　acts　Spain　has　jncurred　inter－

nati・nalresp・nsibility．Ontheotherside，ithasbeenarguedthattheactivitiesofBarcelona
Traction　and　its　subsidiaries　were　conducted　in　violation　of　Spanish　law　and　caused　damage

to　the　Spanish　economy．　If　both　contentions　were　substantiated，that　of　the　latter　would

in　no　way　provide　justification　in　respect　of　the　former．”65

　　　Fourthly，it　is　contended　that‘‘a　further　implication　of　this　rule　of　law　on　the　Calvo

dause　might　we皿be　that　intemational　tribunals，in　the　face　of　a　Calvo　clause　commitment，

　62The　rephes　of　the　Govemments　are　succinctly　reprodu㏄d　in　Rゆoκ‘ゾ1，14。！｛。，VoL　IV，pp，736－740

（Dissenting　opinion　of　Nielsen　in　lntemational　Fisheries　Co．case），

　631，C．ノ．Rθpoπ1970，P．44．

　64The　expression　of　a　denial　of　justice　is　ordinarily　understood　as　any　interposed　hindrance　to　an　aiien

who　intends　to　assert　his　rights藍n　the　judicial　foml　admitted　by　the　local　Iaw．A　State　commits　an　inter－

national　wrong　in　cases　where　it，through　the　medium　of　its　organs，prevents　an　alien　from　ac㏄ss　to　the　court，

protracts　artificially　the　development　of　proceedings　so　as　not　to　reach　any　d㏄ision　or　pronoun㏄s　the　sentence

inspired　with　evident　hostility　against　an　alien．　See　Ball＆dore　Pallieri，Pか’〃o　iπ∫θ〃2αz’o雁’θρμわδ1’co，1962，

P。393，

　65　1．C．1．Repoπ51970，P．51．
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will require such a denial of justice to be more patent and flagrant than is normally the case."66 

On what basrs "greater evidence" of a demal or undue delay of Justrce can be required by 

dint of the Calvo clause? There is no gainsaying that any alleged denial or delay of 
justice should be established on a sufficient and convincing evidence, since it must be 

presumed that a local system of judicial protection is to function in a normal manner. The 

point of the matter is not here. As a matter of principle, if a local State cannot use the 

Calvo ciause as a defence to the charge that it has violated international law, it should be 

equally rejected that it can be used as a means of procuring the mitigation of international 

obligation concerning the judicial protection. 

Finally, it must be borne in mind that a denial of justice is a matter of grave consequence 

for a human being. The Judge of the Permanent Court (.Huber) as Reporter, declared in 

the Bntrsh Clauns m the Spamsh Zone of Morocco "This rrght of mtervention has been 
claimed by all States : only its limits are open to discussion. Its denial would lead to inadmis-

sible consequences : international law would be helpless in the face of injustices amounting to 

the negation of human personality; for every denial of justice is traceable to that."67 The 

International Court also affirmed that "wrth regard more particularly to human rights . . . ' r
t
 

should be noted that these also include protection against denial of justice."68 Human rights 

are rights universally guaranteed to human beings irrespective of a bond of nationality. If 

the Calvo clause purports to go to extremes denying the international protection against 

denial ofjustice, it should be regarded as null and void. It is not a pertinent consideration 

that the clause is limited to a specific category of matters, for it confiicts with the prevailing 

"ordre public internationa/."69 

66 hea, op, cit., p. 265. 
'7 eport ofl.A.A., Vol. II, p. 641 ; Briggs, The Law ofNations.' Cases, Documents, and Notes, 1952, p, 604. 
63 I.C.J. Reports 1970, p. 47. 

G9 The body of peremptory norms which invalidate any confiicting norm, customary or conventional, 
may be called as "ordre public international" in the sense of public international law. Cf. Quadri, Diritto 
internazionale pubblico, p. 109. 

p, s. Reference shall be made to the view of the former President of the International Court that 
"a Calvo clause must be observed on the basis of the principle of good faith." Jim~nez de Ar6chaga, 
State Responsibility for the Nationalization ofForeign Owned Property, in the New York University : Journa/ 

of International Law and Politics, Vol. Il, 1978, which the writer could see at the stage of proofreading of 
this article. 




